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Research on dialect is a part of research on modern Chinese, and research on
verbs is the key point of language study. So this paper take verbs used in Hengshan
dialect as research object.
This paper consists of five parts:
The first chapter is the introduction. Firstly, the introduction introduces the
Qianshan geography, historical evolution. Secondly it describes the general situations
of Qianshan dialect. Thirdly, it introduces the system of initials, finals and voice tone.
Lastly, the introduction state the theory support，research methods and significance of
this paper.
The second chapter describes the overview of verbs used in Qianshan dialect.
This work is based on comparison on verbs of Qianshan dialect and mandarin. In this
paper, verbs in Qianshan dialect is divided into two parts: same with mandarin verbs,
not same with mandarin verbs. Then, they are analyzed respectively.
The third chapter is comparison as the same. The comparison is based on the
former chapters, and it is between verbs used in Qianshan dialect and Hengyang
dialect, Loudi dialect, Changsha dialect, and Nanchang dialect. By this way, we going
to find the difference during the parts of Hengzhou dialect area, and the connection of
Qianshan dialect and perimeter language.
The fourth chapter discusses the verbs in view of history. Verbs of Qianshan
dialect is the inheritance and development of ancient Chinese. And then through
comparison and refer to the related literature, we find a group of characters of verbs.
The last chapter is summary. It gives the conclusion of this paper.
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